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America's large, BLUE cities are increasingly violent and ungovernable  
graftocracies that are forced to impose high taxes to compensate for 
those taxpayers and businesses that flee them.  THIS TREND CANNOT BE 
REVERSED. The best that law-abiding Americans can do is get out as fast 
as possible, while they can still recover the equity in their homes.  (Don't 
be the last one without a chair when the music stops.)   
 
Blacks and other brain-dead imbeciles who run our BLUE cities are busily 
destroying them, but most are too stupid or too committed to Marxist 
ideology to recognize this fact.  The exodus of whites and those with 
brains has left a dense concentration of violent, surly, ineducable, 
dangerous scofflaws and drug addicts, who are literally ungovernable. 

 
It's very clear that those running our largest cities subscribe to the 
notion that the primary function of municipal government is to transfer 
wealth in the form of tax revenues from taxpayers to their supporters, 
most of whom don't pay taxes.  Rarely are they criticized (or indicted!) 
for doing so, because most critics fear being denounced as "racist." 
That was a term Mayor Lori Lightweight used to slander every white 
journalist in Chicago a few years back, when they dared to ask tough 
questions of her. 
 
BLUE city officials must also have an affinity for criminals, because many 
have actively encouraged property crimes with "woke" criminal justice 
reforms that reduced the charges for theft or shoplifting to an ordinance 
violation.  Property crimes are not only tolerated in BLUE cities, they are 
INVITED because theft and shoplifting under $1,000 have been 
decriminalized by many BLUE cities and are not prosecuted.  
 



 
Ghetto Fun & Games 

 
 
Race-hustlers often denounce the "food deserts" found within black 
areas of BLUE cities as evidence of "systemic white racism," but they 
have no one to blame but themselves.   Many retail outlets -- such as 
Walgreens, Target, and Starbucks -- have closed outlets in such areas 
because of the "shrinkage" they've experienced from shoplifting that 
usually goes unpunished.  
 
The only whites who are welcomed in BLUE cities -- besides taxpayers -- 
are the homeless, or "unhoused" as they are officially referred to in San 
Francisco.  Insane, alcoholic and drug-addicted homeless loons are not 
only tolerated, they are subsidized and pampered, and frequently 
granted immunity from their ceaseless vandalism and theft. 
 
This tolerance for homeless loons is just the tip of the iceberg when it 
comes to what blacks consider to be the priorities of "governing."  The  
City of Boston is planning to make reparations payments to blacks who 



were never slaves, with tax revenues funded by whites who never owned 
slaves.  Queer bath-houses must be doing poorly also, because queers 
are being offered $1,000 per month to move to San Francisco.   
 
Meanwhile, as BLUE cities appear intent on pursuing anarchy, they are 
simultaneously doing everything in their power to "handcuff" law 
enforcement.  Not only have many de-funded their municipal police 
departments, they have also eliminated cash bail, decriminalized 
resisting arrest, and encouraged early release of felons from county jail. 
 

 
Future Killas of America 

 
 
When I recommend fleeing large BLUE cities, I'm not trying to be 
dramatic.  I lived in St. Louis for 30 years, and watched it decline in direct 
proportion to the number of corrupt and incompetent blacks who were 
elected to public office.  Blacks now own St. Louis,  thanks to massive 
black voter fraud and cowardly white "Democrat" politicians.  I'm just 
relieved that I got out in 2008 before it really went to hell.  I can't 



emphasize enough how good it feels to be three counties away from St. 
Louis City! 
 
Driving around southeast Missouri, I am sometimes frustrated at drivers 
who refuse to use turn-signals or who drive 40 mph in a 55 zone.  I often 
have to stop and remind myself that these white people will never shoot 
at me as blacks did 21 times while I resided in St. Louis.  Nor will they 
ever try to steal my vehicle or its catalytic converter, nor attempt to 
burglarize my home. 
 
Twice I've driven off and forgotten to close my garage door, and then 
returned several hours later.  A burglar could easily have accessed my 
house from the garage, but that didn't happen.  When I visit the local 
Post Office and see another customer leave their car unattended and 
running, I often remark in a friendly manner, "You know you're not in St. 
Louis when you can leave your car running..." 


